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ABSTRACT 
 
Double differential eddy current (EC) probes were developed some decades ago. In these probes 
the coil were connected to obtain the second order differential signal response for better nui-
sance disturbances suppression. The wide kit of double differential EC probes with different coil 
size, penetration, operational frequencies and spatial resolution optimized for specific 
applications was developed. Due high sensitivity many difficult inspection problems were suc-
cessfully solved with double differential type EC probes application. In this report some practi-
cal results obtained in I&T Nardoni Institute concerned with inspection of gas turbine 
ferromagnetic steel components are presented. The main advantage of these probes is high 
sensitivity through large clearance between probe and inspected surface. Special diagrams were 
created to estimate threshold thicknesses of coating for cracks with different depths. Double dif-
ferential type EC probes were successfully applied for in-service inspection of gas turbine blades 
in different countries. It was successfully solved one of the most difficult problems of detection of 
cracks in the fillet zone of gas turbine blades. Special rotational probe for detection of cracks in 
gas turbine holes was created and implemented.   
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1. Introduction  
 
Nondestructive inspection of gas turbine components during the operation life is very important 
for well-timed defect detection to prevent subsequent eventual fractures. To minimize the turbine 
downtime the inspection is needed to be carried out quickly and efficiently. There are many 
NDT methods possible to be applied for gas turbine inspection [1-4]. Dye penetrant method is 
low-cost and easy-to-use technique frequently used for gas turbine component inspection. 
Disadvantage of this technique is high demands to surface cleaning. This method has also 
limitations when inspected surface is corroded or cracks are closed. The dye penetrant method is 
not possible to be applied for inspection of the blades covered by the protective coating. 
Magnetic particle inspection is a relatively low-cost technique that allows the detection of cracks 
in ferrous materials. But this method has the same limitations similar as dye penetrant inspection. 
The eddy current (EC) and ultrasonic techniques can be promoted as most applicable for 
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practical blade inspection on site. In our opinion EC method has many advantages in comparison 
with other NDT methods [5-8]. 
There are some specific feathers of blades needed to be taken into consideration for EC inspec-
tion procedures development. The turbine blades have areas which create some difficulties for 
inspection, such as convex and concave surfaces, edge and fillet zones. The surfaces of some 
blades are covered by different types of nonconductive (ceramic) and conductive (aluminium) 
coatings which can influence the defect detectability.  
Some specific EC technologies were developed for blade inspection, such as: complex shape EC 
probes for curved zone inspection or pulsed EC method for detection of cracks under coating 
[5,6]. Double differential type EC probes were developed some decades ago [7-9]. Double dif-
ferential type probes are characterized by specific quasi-absolute signal response with maximum 
signal amplitude when EC probe is situated directly under elongated like crack defect. Such 
feature is easy to be explained by analyzing the second derivative of absolute type signal 
response distribution. In presented double differential probes small size separated coils are used 
to obtain high sensitivity and penetration features in combination with high spatial resolution. 
Different investigations show that the main features of such probes can be characterized with [9]: 
1) high sensitivity to elongate like crack and to local like pitting defects due small size of coils; 
2) high sensitivity to surface and subsurface defects under coating and the possibility to detect 
defects with large clearance between probe and inspected surface; 3) high penetration depth for 
low frequency probes; 4) high level of lift-off suppression. Due such features many difficult in-
spection problems were successfully solved with double differential type EC probes. In this re-
port some practical results obtained in I&T Nardoni Institute concerned with inspection of gas 
turbine ferromagnetic steel components are presented. In this case the main advantage of these 
probes is high sensitivity of inspection through large clearance between probe and inspected 
surface. 
 
 
2.   The detection of cracks through high clearance between probes and inspected surface  
 
The possibility to detect defects through air clearance with high enough sensitivity is needed for 
inspection of blades in fillet zones. It is essential for detection the defects in blades coated by 
ceramic coating also. Small size MDF 0602 EC probe was selected for blade inspection due 
small (6 mm) operational diameter. The investigations were carried out with application of the 
specimen fabricated from ferrous steel 45 in which the artificial electrical-discharge-machined 
0.1 mm wide slots with depth 0.1; 0.2; 0.5; 1.0 and 2.0 mm were fabricated.  
The EC probe signals were investigated in the hand scanning mode. Signals obtained were stored 
in PC memory in TIFF format. All slots in specimen were detected with high signal-to-noise 
ratio. The signals of MDF 0602 type EC probe in impedance plane (left) and time-base (right) 
modes obtained from shallowest 0.1 mm depth slot through 2.5 mm thick dielectric coating for 
operational frequencies 40 kHz are presented on fig. 1.  
 
 

     
 

Fig. 1: Signals obtained from shallowest 0.1 depth slot through 2.5 mm thick dielectric coating 
on operational frequencies 40 kHz. 
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Such thickness (2.5 mm) of coating was determined as threshold thickness of dielectric 
coating which don’t create the barrier for detection of 0.1 mm crack. The cracks with depth more 
than 0.1 mm are detected through higher thickness of coating. Special diagrams were created to 
estimate threshold thicknesses of coating for detection of cracks with different depths.      
To estimate sensitivity changes, when flaw is detected through dielectric coatings of different 
thickness, signals were registered for specimen covered by different thickness (from 0.1 to 2.0 

mm) dielectric plates. For every depth a of the slot in the range from 0.1 to 2.0 mm there was 

estimated the limiting (threshold) thicknesses tlim of coating through which the flaw was detecta-
ble with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (like in the case on fig. 1). It is natural that the limiting 

thickness tlim of dielectric coating depends on the flaw depth and operational frequency. The de-

pendences of limiting thickness tlim on the flaw (slot) depth at operational frequencies 40 and 
400 kHz for MDF 0601 EC probe are presented in fig. 2.  
 

 
 

Fig. 2: The dependences of limiting thicknesses tlim on the slot depths at operational frequencies 
40 () and 400 kHz (Δ). 

  
Anyone could see that the best possibility for defect detection through the dielectric coating with 
MDF 0601 type probe was obtained at operational frequency 40 kHz. For this frequency the 
shallowest 0.1 mm defect can be detected through 2.5 mm thick dielectric coating and deepest 
2.0 mm defect is detectable through the 5.0 mm thick coating. Presented results show the high 
sensitivity of MDF 0602 type EC probe. These results are useful to estimate the possibility to 
detect the defects in fillet zone where some clearance between the probe and inspected surfaces 
is created due surface curvature in this zone. Such diagram (fig.2) supports the estimation the 
sensitivity threshold for detection of cracks through dielectric coating with known thickness.    
 
 
3.  The detection of cracks through aluminum coating   
 
It was mentioned above that some type of blades are covered by protective aluminium plating. 
The possibility to detect the cracks in ferrous steel components through aluminium coating with 
double differential type EC probes (MDF 0601) application was investigated. Investigations 
were carried out with 0.5 mm thick aluminium plate applications to simulate the plating (coating) 
influence. Low enough operational frequency (40 kHz) was selected for better penetration. The 
signals obtained in impedance and time-base modes from different depths defects through alu-
minium plates with 0.5 mm (a), 1.0 mm (b) and 1.5 mm (c) thicknesses are presented in fig. 3. 
Amplifications in fig. 3b and fig. 3c are relatively 6 dB and 12 dB higher than the amplifications 
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on fig. 3a. Presented results are useful to estimate the possibility to detect the defects in blades 
coved by dielectric ceramic.  
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Fig. 3:  MDF 0601 type EC probe signals obtained through 0.5 mm (a); 1.0 mm (b)  

and 1.5 mm (c) thicknesses aluminum plates.  
 
 
4.   Investigation of the possibility to detect subsurface flaws in ferrous steel   
 
The investigations were carried out with special 5.0 mm thick ferromagnetic steel specimen ap-
plication. In this specimen 4 electrical-discharge machined slots with different 4.5; 4.5; 4.0 and 
3.5 mm depths were fabricated (width – 0.1 mm, length – 10 mm) (fig. 4). In this specimen two 
adjacent defects were produced with the same maximal depth – 4.5 mm. In this case the flaw 
laying depths (or residual thicknesses) of defect when specimen was inspected from undamaged 
side were 0.5; 0.5; 1.0 and 1.5 mm respectively. The initial point for EC probe balancing and 
beginning of scanning is presented in fig. 4 also.  
 

 
 

 
Fig. 4: Ferromagnetic steel specimen with 4 artificial slots. 
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For preliminary investigations 4 small size MDF 0601, MDF 0801 and MDF 1201 type low fre-
quency double differential type EC probes with diameters 6.0, 8.0 and 12.5 mm were applied. 
The inspection results obtained with these probes are very similar. The best performance was 
obtained with MDF 0801 EC probe application. EC probe signals were investigated in the hand 
scanning mode by computerized EC system based on the EDDYMAX EC card produced by Тest 
Мaschinen Tecknik.  Fig. 5 represents EC probe signals obtained by scanning along 4 subsurface 
flaws with 0.5; 0.5: 1.0 and 1.5 mm laying depths on different operational frequencies 6.0 kHz 
(a, a2, a3), 40.0 kHz (b1, b2, b3) and 200 kHz (c1, c2, c3) in complex plane (a1, b1, c1) and in time 
base modes without signal processing (a2, b2, c2) and with HP filtering (a3, b3, c3). High pass 
(HP) filtering with 0.5 Hz filter cutoff frequency was applied for low frequency noise suppres-
sion.  
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Fig. 5: EC probe scanning signals for 4 subsurface flaws with 0.5; 1.0 and 1.5 mm laying depths 
on operational frequencies 6.0 (a1), 40.0 (b1) and 200 (c1) kHz in complex plane (a1, b1, c1) and 

time base modes without signal processing (a2, b2, c2) and with HP filtering (a3, b3, c3) .  
 
 Presented results (fig. 5) show that signals from flaws with different laying depths are 
differed by amplitude. In complex plane (fig. 5 a1, b1, c1) signals from different laying depth flaw 
are superimposed because of the same phase angle. High low frequency noise (trend) can be ob-
served. Low frequency noise for probe scanning of specimen in defect free area is presented on 
fig. 6 in complex plane and time base modes for comparison.  It was assumed that the main rea-
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son of observed low frequency noise is related with the magnetic properties inhomogeneity of 
inspected material.   
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
Fig. 6: Low frequency noise signal in complex plane (left) and time-base (right) modes  

obtained by scanning along the flaw free area of specimen. 
 
 Presented results show the possibility to detect subsurface flaws in ferromagnetic steel 
when flaw laying depth doesn’t exceed 1.5 mm. The signal amplitude for flaw with maximal 
laying depth 1.5 mm is comparable with noise amplitude. So this small signal can be selected 
only by high speed signal changes observation. Signals for different operational frequency in the 
range between 6 and 200 kHz are very similar. Better results were obtained when HP filtering 
with 0.5 Hz filter cutoff frequency was applied (see fig. 3, aaa, bbb, ccc). In this case the back-
ground line is not changed. So such mode is better for automatic threshold alarm application.     
 
5.   Eddy current inspection of compressor blades with double differential type probe 
application  
 
Special double differential type EC probe (MDF 0501) with 5 mm operational diameter and long 
handle was developed for blade inspection. The inspection of bladea in fillet area is one of the 
most critical from the fracture mechanic point of view. To validate new technology based on 
new probes application special reference blade with two 0,2x0,2x4 mm size slits was produced.  
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Fig. 7: The MDF 0501 type EC probe situated in fillet area (left) and signals obtained during 

fillet area inspection (right): lift-off signal for different probe orientation (a); signal of the slit (b) 
and slit repetition test for POD estimation (c) 

 
One could see (fig. 7) that the probe situated in fillet area has some clearance with inspected sur-
face.  But even in this case good enough sensitivity was achieved. Due high lift-of suppression 
the noise produced by changing of the radius along the scanning path also can be suppressed and 
don’t confuse the real indications. Presented results also show the possibility to obtain not less 
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than 95% POD for surface breaking slits.  Results obtained were used  for development of in-
spection technologies successfully applied for gas turbine blade monitoring in different countries 
(fig. 8).  
 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 8: Eddy current inspection of gas turbine blades in Algeria.  

 
6.  The detection of flaws in gas turbine holes  
 
Special rotating head with double differential EC probes based on ELOTEST SR-1 rotor in con-
nection with ELOTEST 300 type flaw detector application was developed for detection of flaws 
on the side wall of gas turbine holes (fig. 9a). Developed technology was based on ELOTEST 
300 flaw detector application. For EC flaw detector calibration spatial reference standard with 39 
mm hole and 4 artificial 0.2; 0.3; 0.5 and 1.0 mm depth like crack flaws situated on hole sidewall 
was developed and produced.  
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Fig. 9: ELOTEST SR-1 rotor with developed EC head with calibration reference standard (left) 
and signals from flaws on hole sidewall without signal processing (b) and with 20 Hz cutoff fre-

quency HP filtering (d). 
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Fig. 9 b,d  represents the results obtained in rotating mode at operational frequency 400 kHz with 
reference standard application without any signal processing and for HP filtering with 20 Hz 
cutoff frequency. In both cases high sensitivity with good noise suppression was achieved. 
 

6. Conclusions 
 
Three EC inspection problems important for gas turbine maintenance were investigated: 

- The detection of flaws through clearance between probe and inspected surface;  
- The detection of flaws through nonmagnetic aluminum (conductive) coating;  
- The detection of subsurface flaws in ferrous steel. 

Perspective results with new double differential type EC probes application are presented. Such 
typed of EC probes demonstrate high sensitivity to surface and subsurface flaws needed to be 
detected during gas turbine inspection. Even subsurface flaws in low permeability ferrous steel 
can be detected without magnetic saturation.  
Developed double differential type EC probes were applied for detection of flaws in blades and 
gas turbine holes. For this purpose special long handle EC probe and rotating head with double 
differential EC probe based on ELOTEST SR-1 rotor were developed.  
Presented technologies were successfully applied for gas turbine blade monitoring in different 
countries. 
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